First-passage percolation is a random growth model defined using i.i.d. edge-weights (t e ) on the nearest-neighbor edges of Z d . An initial infection occupies the origin and spreads along the edges, taking time t e to cross the edge e. In this paper, we study the size of the boundary of the infected ("wet") region at time t, B(t). It is known that B(t) grows linearly, so its boundary ∂B(t) has size between ct d−1 and Ct d . Under a weak moment condition on the weights, we show that for most times, ∂B(t) has size of order t d−1 (smooth). On the other hand, for heavy-tailed distributions, B(t) contains many small holes, and consequently we show that ∂B(t) has size of order t d−1+α for some α > 0 depending on the distribution. In all cases, we show that the exterior boundary of B(t) (edges touching the unbounded component of the complement of B(t)) is smooth for most times. Under the unproven assumption of uniformly positive curvature on the limit shape for B(t), we show the inequality #∂B(t) ≤ (log t) C t d−1 for all large t.
Introduction
In this paper, we study properties of the boundary of the growing set in first-passage percolation (FPP), a random growth model. Consider the graph (Z d , E d ) for d ≥ 2, where E d is the set of nearest-neighbor edges of Z d . FPP is defined as follows. Let (t e ) e∈E d be a family of i.i.d. nonnegative random variables. We define a finite path as an alternating sequence of vertices and edges (x 0 , e 1 , x 1 , . . . , e n , x n ), where x i ∈ Z d and e i = {x i−1 , x i } ∈ E d , and an infinite path as an infinite alternating sequence (x 0 , e 1 , x 1 , . . .). For x, y ∈ Z d , define the first-passage time from x to y by
2. The vertex exterior boundary ∂ ext V of V ⊆ Z d is the set of all x ∈ Z d \ V which are (a) adjacent to a vertex in V , and (b) the starting point of some infinite vertex self-avoiding path which does not intersect V .
The edge exterior boundary ∂ ext e V of a set V ⊆ Z d is the set of edges {x, y} for some y ∈ V and x ∈ ∂ ext V .
Write #V for the cardinality of a set V . The specific question we address is:
What is the typical order of #∂ e B(t) or #∂ ext e B(t)? We can obtain some straightforward bounds from shape theorems, which were first proved by Richardson [15] and Cox-Durrett [7] with weaker forms extended to higher dimensions by Kesten [11] . To state a shape theorem, we first extend T to R and let p c = p c (d) be the critical threshold for Bernoulli bond percolation on Z d (see [10] ). If P(t e = 0) < p c , then there exists a nonrandom, compact, convex set B ⊆ R d with nonempty interior and with the symmetries of Z d that fix the origin, such that almost surely, Vol B (t) t ∆B → 0 as t → ∞.
(1.1)
Here ∆ is the symmetric difference, Vol is the d-dimensional volume, and we use the notation cA = {ca : a ∈ A} for A ⊆ R d and c ∈ R. Using the fact that Vol(B(t)) = #B(t), we can easily obtain from (1.1) that there exist c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that almost surely, c 1 t d ≤ #B(t) ≤ c 2 t d for all large t. Together with the isoperimetric inequality and the fact that #∂ e V ≤ 2d#V , we can show that there exists a constant c 3 > 0 such that almost surely, (Similar inequalities hold for the exterior boundary.) In fact, one can even deduce from (1.1) that #∂ e B(t) = o(t d ) as t → ∞. Note that (1.2) holds without any moment assumption on t e . One can obtain better upper bounds on #∂ e B(t) if we assume more about the distribution of t e . We first state a result about the convergence rate to the limit shape [1, Theorem 3.1] . If P(t e = 0) < p c and Ee αte < ∞ for some α > 0, then there exist a constant c > 0 such that almost surely, (t − ct 1/2 log t)B ⊆B(t) ⊆ (t + ct 1/2 log t)B for all large t.
(1.3)
By counting the edges in the annulus (t + 2ct 1/2 log t)B \ (t − 2ct 1/2 log t)B, one can then obtain for some c 4 > 0, almost surely, #∂ e B(t) ≤ c 4 t d−1/2 log t for all large t.
However, this type of bound should be far from optimal, because otherwise the boundary would occupy a positive fraction of the annulus, and this should not be true for most distributions. Therefore, a different method should be used to obtain a sharper bound.
In the physics literature, it is believed that the size of the boundary of first-passage-type growth clusters of volume n should behave like n (see for instance [13, 17] ). Using the shape theorem, this corresponds to the relation #∂ e B(t) ∼ t d−1 . However, the only known rigorous result, which is proved in [4] , is an upper bound of the form n 1− 1 d(2d+5)+1 . Our main results below show that under a weak moment condition EY < ∞, where Y is the minimum of 2d independent edge-weights, one almost surely has #∂ e B(t) ≤ at d−1 for most times t. However, under other conditions, the boundary may be larger, or infinite. Indeed, the combination of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 shows that, roughly speaking, if Y has exactly 1 − α moments (α > 0) and a sufficiently regular distribution, then due to the presence of many small holes in B(t), #∂ e B(t) is larger, of order t d−1+α . In contrast, for the exterior boundary (which does not count holes), we have a smooth bound t d−1 regardless of the moment condition. All these results are under the assumption that there are not too many zero-weight edges; that is, P(t e = 0) < p c . If, on the other hand, P(t e = 0) ∈ (p c , 1), then one can argue that for all large t, one has #∂ e B(t) = ∞ but #∂ ext e B(t) is bounded in t. The intermediate case, P(t e = 0) = p c , is more complicated because in two dimensions, even the growth rate of B(t) depends on the distribution of t e [8] , and in higher dimensions, the growth rate is unknown (and depends on whether there is an infinite cluster at the critical point in independent percolation, and this is a major open problem). For these reasons, we leave this critical case to further investigations.
There are related Markovian growth models called the Eden model [9] and the 1-type Richardson model [15] , and they are equivalent to certain FPP (site or bond) models with exponential weights. Using the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, one can prove that
. Throughout this article, we use Leb to denote the 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For a, b ∈ R, we define a ∧ b = min{a, b} and a ∨ b = max{a, b}. For t ≥ 0, we define
We write e 1 for the first coordinate vector (1, 0, . . . , 0). Also, the symbols C i , where i is an integer, represent constants depending only on the dimension d and the distribution of t e . The same symbols C i will be used in different sections but they might possibly represent different numbers.
1. , then when a is large, these sets represent times when the boundary is rough. Indeed, we will show that the upper density of the set of rough times is small when a is large: Theorem 1.2. Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c .
(a) There exists C > 0 such that almost surely,
(b) There exists C > 0 such that almost surely,
Remark. To understand the term E[Y ∧ t], let us consider the following cases:
for most t.
If there exists a constant
when t is large. In this case, Theorem 1.2(a) implies that #∂ e B(t) ≤ at d−1 log t for most t.
3. Likewise, if we assume P(Y ≥ y) ≤ C/y 1−α for some C > 0, α ∈ (0, 1) and for all y > 0, a similar calculation gives #∂ e B(t) ≤ at d−1+α for most t.
Lower bound
Here we present lower bounds for #∂ e B(t).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c and let F Y be the distribution function of Y . There exists C > 0 such that almost surely,
for all large t.
Remark. Similarly, to understand the term 1 − F Y (t), let us consider the following cases.
1. If EY < ∞, then by Markov's inequality, the order of 1 − F Y (t) is no larger than 1/t as t → ∞, which in particular implies that #∂ e B(t) ≥ Ct d−1 . This coincides with the upper bound from Theorem 1.2.
If
and for all large y > 0, then #∂ e B(t) ≥ C t d−1+α . In particular, if C/y 1−α ≤ P(Y ≥ y) ≤ C /y 1−α , then the upper and lower bounds for #∂ e B(t) match if α > 0, and do not match when α = 0 because of a log factor.
The previous two theorems show that under the condition P(t e = 0) < p c , one has upper and lower bounds of the form
It is natural to ask how different these upper and lower bounds can be. From the above examples, we see that their ratio can be at least log t. Below we will see that it can be made arbitrarily large (up to order t) infinitely often by choosing very irregular tails for the distribution of t e . Yet for any distribution, we can also show that the ratio is at most log t for an unbounded set of t. To be precise, we claim the following:
as t → ∞, but it can be made arbitrarily close to t infinitely often. For instance, for any k ≥ 1, we can find distributions such that the ratio is at least Ct/ log log · · · log t for an unbounded set of t, where we compose the log function k times.
(b) There is a constant C > 0 such that for infinitely many n,
Proof of Claim. (a) Note that by the bounded convergence theorem, as t → ∞,
For the second part, for simplicity we only show the case k = 1 in detail. We inductively define a sequence x 1 = 3 and x n+1 = x xn n for all n ∈ N. We then define a distribution for t e satisfying P(t e > t) = (log
if t ∈ [x n−1 , x n ) and n > 1 (and define P(t e > t) = 1 if t < 3). Then for t = x n−1 and n > 2,
Similarly, one can construct a distribution such that for an unbounded set of t,
This can be done by considering a sequence of x n 's that increases rapidly enough and replacing log x n by log log · · · log x n in the above discussion.
(b) There are two cases: either the sequence (2 n P(Y > 2 n )) is unbounded, or it is bounded. In the first case,
Since the sequence (2 n P(Y > 2 n )) is unbounded, we can find infinitely many n such that
In the second case,
Theorems 1.2(b) states that the edge exterior boundary of B(t) is always small, while for certain heavy-tailed edge-weight distributions, Theorem 1.3 states that the full edge boundary is large. This means that there must be holes in B(t). These holes cannot be too big, as one can argue by lattice animal arguments, so there must be many small holes. In fact, our proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that holes of size 1 contribute a positive fraction to the full boundary in many low moment cases. It would be interesting to formally study the topology of B(t) and its holes.
Last, we remark that analogous statements will hold if we replace #∂ e B(t) and #∂ ext e B(t) by E#∂ e B(t) and E#∂ ext e B(t) in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. The proofs are similar to those of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, and so we do not include them.
Uniform curvature
We can even obtain that #∂ e B(t) is at most of order (log t) C t d−1 for some C > 0 in certain cases. Unfortunately, we will need to assume Newman's "uniform curvature condition" [14] which, although it is expected to be true for most edge-weight distributions, is unproved. For its statement, let g be the norm on R d whose unit ball is B.
Definition 1.4. We say that B satisfies the uniform curvature condition if there are constants C > 0, η > 1 such that for all z = λz 1 + (1 − λ)z 2 with g(z 1 ) = g(z 2 ) = 1 and
The following theorem states that if we assume that B satisfies the uniform curvature condition and that t e has finite exponential moments, then #∂ e B(t) is at most of order (log t) C t d−1 almost surely.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c , Ee αte < ∞ for some α > 0 and B satisfies the uniform curvature condition. Then there exists C > 0 such that almost surely for all large t,
It is not known if there exists a distribution such that B satisfies the uniform curvature condition. However, it is believed that this condition holds for (t e ) having continuous distribution. See [3, Section 2.8] for further discussion.
1.2 Sketch of proofs
To show Theorem 1.2(a), the idea is consider the amount of time s ∈ [0, t] that an edge e is on the boundary ∂ e B(s). It is not difficult to see that this amount of time is bounded above by T (x, y) ∧ t, if e = {x, y}. If ET (x, y) < ∞, then on average, each edge is on the boundary for a constant amount of time. In this case, the ball B(t) will grow by at least order #∂ e B(t) number of edges in a constant time. This means that if the boundary is too large for too long, then the growth of B(t) will be so large as to violate the shape theorem.
Formally, we consider the indicator 1 {e∈∂eB(s)} , where e ∈ E d and s ∈ [0, t]. If we fix an edge e and integrate over s, we obtain the amount of time that e = {x, y} stays on the boundary, which is bounded by T (x, y) ∧ t. Now, when we further sum over the edges in a box [−t, t] d , we obtain an upper bound {x,y} T (x, y) ∧ t. Since there are Ct d many edges in the box [−t, t] d , and the T (x, y)'s can be well-controlled by weakly-dependent random variables with the same tail properties as those of Y , we use Lemma 3.2 to conclude that with high probability,
If we instead fix s and sum over the edges first, we obtain #∂ e B(s), on the high probability event that
Applying the above inequality, we obtain with high probability
In other words, the time-average of #∂ e B(s) is at most of order
. Applying Lemma 3.1 (the regularity lemma) will convert this integral inequality to the desired bound on the size of the set of rough times.
For the edge exterior boundary, we are able to remove the term E[Y ∧ t] because of the following two facts:
• the exterior boundary of B(t) forms a "closed surface," and the number of such surfaces with cardinality n is at most e Cn ;
• if α > 0 is large then for a deterministic such closed surface, the probability that more than a fixed constant fraction of its edges have edge-weights > α is at most e −2Cn .
These will imply that when t is large, at least a fixed constant fraction of the edges in ∂ ext e B(t) have edge-weights at most α. As in the case of ∂ e B(t), this means that such edges will be on the boundary for at most a constant amount of time. We conclude with an argument similar to the previous case (replacing 1 {e∈∂eB(s)} by 1 {e∈∂ ext e B(s),te≤α} ).
Theorem 1.3
To find a lower bound for #∂ e B(t), fix δ ∈ (0, 1) and observe the following: if (a) all the edges adjacent to a vertex x have edge-weights
, since all the paths from 0 to x have passage time > t but T (0, x − e 1 ) ≤ t. Such an edge {x − e 1 , x} is surrounded by edges of high weight (> (1 − δ)t), but is adjacent to a vertex in B(t). Therefore, #∂ e B(t) will be bounded below by the number of vertices x satisfying all the above three conditions. Almost surely, when 
4). (b) can
easily be shown to hold if t e satisfies certain moment conditions, for instance having a finite exponential moment, but this is stronger than what we assume. We will instead use a coupling with Bernoulli bond percolation. Define an edge e to be open if t e ≤ M , where M is sufficiently large to ensure that P(t e ≤ M ) > p c . It is known (from Antal-Pisztora [2] ) that in supercritical bond percolation, the distance in the infinite open cluster C is bounded above by a constant times the ∞ -distance with high probability. Using this, one can show that if x ∈ C and x ∞ is sufficiently large, then T (0, x) ≤ CM x ∞ . Therefore (b) holds with high probability so long as c is small and x − e 1 ∈ C. See Lemma 2.6 for more details.
Therefore, it suffices to lower bound the number of vertices x with x − e 1 ∈ C that satisfy (a). By the ergodic theorem, there is a positive density of x ∈ Z d such that x − e 1 ∈ C. If we take such an x and artificially raise the edge-weights of edges incident to x to be larger than (1 − δ)t, then, so long as x − e 1 is still in C after the modification, we will have a vertex x with the required properties. The total probability cost of this operation is of order 1 − F Y (t), and so the expected number of such vertices in a box [−t, t] d should be of order
If we combine this bound with the lower bound of (1.2), we obtain the desired result. To rigorously perform this modification, we use a shielding lemma, which is given as Lemma 3.6, and to move from the expected number of such vertices to an almost sure bound, we apply Bernstein's inequality, stated as Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 1.5
We would like to show that #∂ e B(t) ≤ C(log t) C t d−1 under the uniform curvature assumption. The idea is to cover B(t) by at most order t d−1 many sectors of volume order t, and show that each sector can contain at most (log t) C many edges from ∂ e B(t).
To estimate the number of edges in a sector that are on ∂ e B(t), note that if e = {u, v} is in ∂ e B(t) with u ∈ B(t), then
Under our exponential moment condition, with high probability, all edges in ∂ e B(t) can be shown to have weight at most (log t)
C , so we obtain |T (0, u) − t| ≤ (log t) C . If f = {w, z} is another edge in ∂ e B(t) with w ∈ B(t), then
In other words, the passage times from the origin to endpoints of different edges on the boundary must be within a power of log t of each other. Because of the small aperture of our sectors, if there are edges e, f in one sector in ∂ e B(t), then they lie close to some ray of the form {sx : s ≥ 0}, where x is a unit vector. Therefore we can find k ≥ such that kx is close to e and x is close to f , and
C . However, in Proposition 3.7, we prove that there is a constant C > 0 such that for any x ∈ R d with x 2 = 1 and for any k ≥ , one has with high probability
This inequality implies that our k and above must be at most order (log t) C distance from each other. In other words, the intersection of ∂ e B(t) with the sector associated to the ray has size at most order (log t) C , and this would complete the proof. To show (1.6) holds with high probability, we use techniques developed by Newman to control geodesic (optimal path) "wandering" under the uniform curvature assumption. With high probability, the optimal path from kx to 0 can be shown to come within distance (k − ) 
Preliminary results
The first tool we will need is the Cox-Durrett shape theorem [7] , which is stronger than (1.1).
Theorem 2.1 (Shape theorem). Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c and EY d < ∞. There exists a nonrandom, compact, convex set B ⊆ R d with nonempty interior, such that for all ε > 0, with probability 1,
As a consequence of the shape theorem, one can show that even without the condition EY d < ∞, B(t) cannot grow too quickly.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c . Then there exists M > 0 such that with probability 1,B(t) ⊆ S(M t) for all large t, where S is defined in (1.4).
Proof. If we define t e by t e = t e ∧ 1, then for all t ≥ 0, B(t) ⊆ B (t), where B (t) is the T -ball using weights (t e ). ThenB(t) ⊆B (t) and applying the shape theorem for (t e ) establishes the lemma.
We will also need the following result of Kesten [11, Proposition 5.8] .
Proposition 2.3. If P(t e = 0) < p c , then there exist D 1 , D 2 , D 3 > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, one has P(there exists a self-avoiding path γ from 0 with #γ
From this, we immediately obtain a lower bound on T .
We now state some results from percolation theory that will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. For p ∈ [0, 1], let P p = e∈E d µ e be the product measure on {0, 1} E d , where each µ e = pδ 1 + (1 − p)δ 0 . We say that an edge e is open if ω(e) = 1, where ω is a typical element of the sample space {0, 1} 
These results in Bernoulli bond percolation allow us to upper bound T (0,
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that P(t e = 0) < p c . Fix M > 0 such that P(t e ≤ M ) > p c . Define a percolation configuration (ω(e)) by ω(e) = 1 {te≤M } . Then
where D 4 is as in Theorem 2.5.
Proof. Let ε > 0. Let A k be the event that S(k) intersects C. Since C exists and is unique almost surely, we can fix k ∈ N such that P(A k ) > 1 − ε.
We decompose the event in the statement of the lemma as
By Theorem 2.5 and a union bound, we see that P(B 1 ) = 0.
Therefore, we have
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, this completes the proof.
Finally, we need Bernstein's inequality [5, Eq. (2.10)]. We state the inequality here for the reader's convenience. Theorem 2.7 (Bernstein's inequality). If X 1 , . . . , X n are independent with |X i | ≤ b almost surely for all i, then for all t ≥ 0,
.
Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem 1.2
To show Theorem 1.2, we need the following lemma, which will be used to give an estimate on the frequency of rough times. It is a form of Markov's inequality for functions defined on the real line. 
2. ψ is nondecreasing with 0 < ψ(2t) ≤ 2ψ(t) for all t > 0.
Then for t > 0, one has
Proof. We may assume that t > 2s 0 . Let i 0 ≥ 1 be such that
For i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., define t i = t/2 i and
Summing over i completes the proof:
Ct a .
Edge boundary
We first need a lemma that gives the asymptotic behavior of truncated random variables.
. . be a sequence of i.i.d. nonnegative random variables and let (C n ) be a sequence of numbers such that 0 ≤ C n ≤ c for some c > 0 and for all n. For each n ∈ N and i ≤ n, define Z
for all large n.
Proof. If Y 1 = 0 almost surely, the statement is trivial, so we suppose that Y 1 > 0 with positive probability. Then EZ (n) 1 > 0 for all n ≥ 1, and by Theorem 2.7, one has
1 , so this is further bounded above by
8c .
Since EZ (n) 1 > 0 and is bounded away from 0, the right side is summable in n. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely, for all large n,
This proves Lemma 3.2.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2(a).
Proof of Theorem 1.2(a).
The following arguments fall under the purview of the "array method." For e ∈ E d and t ≥ 0, define f (e, t) = 1 {e∈∂eB(t)} .
On the one hand, for e = {x, y}, we have t 0 f (e, s) ds = Leb({s ∈ [0, t] : e ∈ ∂ e B(s)})
because the amount of time that the edge e stays on the boundary is bounded above by
y). Write E(S(M t)) for the set of edges with both endpoints in S(M t). Summing over e ∈ E(S(M t)) yields
We claim that there exists a nonrandom constant c 0 > 0 such that almost surely, for all large t,
We now show (3.2) and, from now on, we will write "i.o." to mean "for an unbounded set of t." By dividing the sum into sparser ones and using a union bound and translation invariance, we find a nonrandom constant C d , depending only on d, such that for any λ > 0,
Now, note we can construct 2d edge-disjoint (deterministic) paths γ 1 , . . ., γ 2d from 0 to e 1 such that if x, y ∈ 5Z d and x = y, then the paths x + γ 1 , . . . , x + γ 2d and the paths y + γ 1 , . . . , y + γ 2d are edge-disjoint. For x ∈ Z d , let τ x be the minimum of the passage times of these 2d disjoint paths from x to x + e 1 . Then the second term in the last inequality is further bounded above by
Now, from the proof of [7, Lemma 3.1], there exists another dimension-dependent constant
So we obtain a further upper bound
Observe that the τ x 's in the above sum are i.i.d.. By Lemma 3.2 with
Hence, following the string of inequalities, we see that there exists c 0 > 0 such that
and this proves the claim, equation (3.2) . Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we find with probability 1,
By Lemma 2.2, let M > 0 such that almost surely there exists a random T 0 > 0 such that for all t > T 0 , ∂ e B(t) ⊆ E(S(M t)). On the event {T 0 < t}, since ∂ e B(t) ⊆ E(S(M t)), one has for all s ∈ [0, t],
e∈E(S(M t))
f (e, s) = #∂ e B(s), and hence
f (e, s) ds = t 0 #∂ e B(s) ds.
Therefore, with probability 1,
Taking t → ∞ in Lemma 3.1 with φ(t) = #∂ e B(t) and ψ(t) = E[Y ∧ t], we obtain that almost surely,
Edge exterior boundary
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.2(b), we will need the following purely graphtheoretic fact. Recall that a set U ⊆ Z d is called * -connected if for each pair u, v ∈ U there is a sequence (u = w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w k = v) where each w i ∈ U and w i − w i+1 ∞ ≤ 1. We will rule out the possibility that the edge exterior boundary of B(t) contains too many large-weight edges, where "large" is relative to the distribution of t e . To this end, let α > 0 be large (to be chosen later so that P(t e > α) is sufficiently small). We will say that a finite vertex set W ⊆ Z d is an "α-bad contour" if 1. W is * -connected;
2. W encloses 0 -that is, any vertex-self-avoiding infinite Z d path beginning at 0 must contain a vertex of W ; 3. letting W α := {w ∈ W : ∃e w with t e > α}, we have #W α ≥ #W/2. Note only condition 3 involves the realization of the edge-weights. Lemma 3.5. For n ∈ N, let C n be the set of all * -connected W ⊆ Z d such that #W = n and W encloses 0. Then
Proof of Lemma 3.5. DefineC n to be the set of all * -connected sets W ⊆ Z d with #W = n and 0 ∈ W . If W ∈ C n , then there exists k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that W − ke 1 ∈C n , and hence #C n ≤ n#C n .
To bound #C n , we consider the measure P p = x∈Z d µ x on the space {0, 1} Z d , where p ∈ [0, 1] and each µ x = pδ 1 + (1 − p)δ 0 is the Bernoulli measure on {0, 1}. We will write the elements in {0, 1}
Z d as (ω(x)) x∈Z d . We say that W ⊆ Z d is the * -open cluster of 0 if W is the maximal * -connected subset containing 0 with ω(x) = 1 for all x ∈ W . We also define the * -vertex boundary ∂ * V of a bounded V ⊆ Z d to be the set of all x ∈ Z d \ V such that x − y ∞ = 1 for some y ∈ V . Note that 1 ≥ P p (the * -open cluster of 0 has cardinality n)
Note that for finite V ⊆ Z d , each x ∈ V has at most 3 d − 1 many distinct * -adjacent vertices on ∂ * V , and each vertex on ∂ * V is adjacent to some x ∈ V . Thus #∂
This inequality holds for all p ∈ [0, 1], so setting p = 3
and finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Note that P(there exists an α-bad contour of cardinality ≥ n) ≤ ∞ k=n P(there exists an α-bad contour of cardinality = k)
Fix W ∈ C k . If W is an α-bad contour, then at least k/2 many vertices of W are in W α . Among these vertices, at least half of them are in Z d even or at least half of them are in
Writing F the distribution function of t e , we obtain
Therefore P(there exists an α-bad contour of cardinality ≥ n)
for all n, if α is sufficiently large.
We can now prove Theorem 1.2(b).
Proof of Theorem 1.2(b). By Lemma 2.2, let M > 0 be such that there exists a random T 0 > 0 such that for all t > T 0 , ∂ ext e B(t) ⊆ E(S(M t)). Fix α > 0 such that the conclusion of Proposition 3.4 holds. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma and Lemma 3.3, together with the fact that almost surely #∂ ext e B(t) → ∞ as t → ∞, there exists a random T 1 ≥ T 0 such that for all t > T 1 , ∂ ext B(t) is not an α-bad contour. For e ∈ E d and t ≥ 0, define h(e, t) = 1 {e∈∂ ext e B(t),te≤α} .
Consider an outcome in the event {t > T 1 }. For any e ∈ E d , t 0 h(e, s) ds ≤ Leb{t ≥ 0 : e ∈ ∂ e B(t)}1 {te≤α} ≤ t e 1 {te≤α} ≤ α, and hence
On the other hand, since ∂ ext e B(t) ⊆ E(S(M t)), for any s ∈ [0, t],
e∈E(S(M t))
h(e, s) = #{e ∈ ∂ ext e B(s) : t e ≤ α}.
is not an α-bad contour, so for s with T 1 < s ≤ t,
Therefore, on the event {t > T 1 },
h(e, s) ds.
Combining this with (3.3), we have
when t is sufficiently large. Applying Lemma 3.1 with φ(t) = #∂ ext e B(t) and ψ equal to a constant, and taking t → ∞ completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we will show that almost surely, #∂ e B(t)
for all large t. We will use Lemma 2.6, and we remark that although D 4 (from that lemma) depends on M (from the statement of Theorem 2.5), by a straightforward coupling, the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 (and hence Lemma 2.6) still holds if we fix D 4 and increase M . Hence, we may assume M is sufficiently large so that
and therefore
Let t n = 4D 4 M R n+1 . We will define a set of vertices that form size-one holes in B(t), and will contribute to the size of ∂ e B(t). For r, u with r < u, let Ann(r, u) = S(u) \ S(r). Define L n to be the number of vertices v in e 1 + Ann(R n , R n+1 ) ∩ 3Z d such that (with C from Lemma 2.6 and open edges being those with t e ≤ M ) (i) v − e 1 ∈ C, and (ii) all edges adjacent to v have edge-weights > t n .
We claim that almost surely, when n is sufficiently large,
The reason is as follows: from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, we can almost surely find a random k 0 such that 1. whenever x ∞ ≥ k 0 and x ∈ C, T (0, x) ≤ 4D 4 M x ∞ , and
For a given n, consider an outcome in the event
(a) all the edges incident to x have edge-weights
immediately {x − e 1 , x} ∈ ∂ e B(t) (see the sketch of proof of Theorem 1.
(c) always holds because when z is such that z − x 1 = 1, then z 1 ≥ R n ≥ k 0 (since z 1 > R n and z 1 ∈ N), and hence
Therefore, the number of vertices that satisfy (a), (b) and (c) is bounded below by L n , and this proves (3.4). We will soon show that for some constant C 5 > 0, almost surely, for all n large,
Before showing (3.5) holds for all large n, we first show how (3.5) implies Theorem 1.3. Combining (3.5) with #∂ e B(t) ≥ L n , we have almost surely that for all large n and for all t ∈ [t n , t n+1 ),
Fix such n and let t ∈ [t n , t n+1 ). There are two cases we need to consider.
holds.
, and so combining these two inequalities we have
Hence we have almost surely, #∂ e B(t)
for all large t. It now remains to show almost surely, (3.5) holds for all large n. Define V n to be the set of vertices v in e 1 + Ann(R n , R n+1 ) ∩ 3Z d such that the event E v occurs, where E v is defined by the conjunction of the following conditions: By choice of M and the FKG inequality [10, Chapter 2], one has P(E v ) = P(E 0 ) > 0 for all v. Letting K n = #V n , by Birkhoff's ergodic theorem (applied to the random variables (1 Ev ) v∈Z d , there exists C 1 > 0 such that
as n → ∞ almost surely. This implies
almost surely. Note that for any λ n ∈ R,
When C 4 is small (depending on C 2 and d), then by (3.6), almost surely, for all large n, the first event on the right of (3.7) does not occur. The probability that the second event occurs equals
For a given finite V ⊆ Z d , let N V,n be the number of v ∈ V such that all edges incident to v have edge-weights > 4D 4 M R n+1 . Then
Lemma 3.6 (Shielding lemma). For a given finite V ⊆ 3Z d , the random variable N V,n and the event {V n = V } are independent.
Proof. Recall that V n is the set of v ∈ Ann n := e 1 + Ann(R n , R n+1 ) ∩ 3Z d satisfying the conditions (A) and (B) above. Let A n and B n be the set of v ∈ Ann n satisfying (A) and (B) respectively. For a given V ⊆ Ann n , let A n (V ) be the set of v ∈ Ann n satisfying the condition (A') v − e 1 → ∞ via an open path without touching V . Figure 1 : Depiction of the proof of Lemma 3.6. All the lines represent edges in the infinite open cluster C. v − e 1 can be connected to ∞ using edges incident to w, but the "shield" surrounding w can "reroute" the path.
We claim that for a given V ⊆ Ann n , on the event {V ⊆ B n }, the sets A n and A n (V ) are equal. Clearly (A') implies (A), so if V ⊆ B n , then A n (V ) ⊆ A n . On the other hand, if V ⊆ B n and v ∈ A n , then because the edges in (B) form "shields" around all w ∈ V , any infinite open path starting from v − e 1 and taking an edge incident to a w ∈ V may be "rerouted" around w, using edges described in (B) instead of those incident to w. (See Figure 3. 2.) Here we are using the fact that v − e 1 is not in V (as v and V are in the lattice 3Z d ) and so any such path does not begin at a vertex of V . Therefore in this setting, any v satisfying (A) also satisfies (A') and this shows the claim. Now, the random variable N V,n and the conditions (A') and (B) depend on two disjoint sets of edges, and hence they are independent: for any r ∈ R and V ⊆ Ann n ,
Returning to (3.9), by Lemma 3.6,
Note that N V,n is just a sum of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables (say N V,n = X 1 + · · · + X k ) with parameter 1 − F Y (t n ), and hence there exist C 5 , C 6 > 0 (one can take
Thus by Bernstein's inequality,
Combining (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), and using item 2 above, we see that if we put
Hence, by the remarks below (3.7) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely,
for all large n. This proves the desired inequality (3.5) and hence Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section, we will assume that P(t e = 0) < p c , Ee αte < ∞ for some α > 0 and that B satisfies the uniform curvature condition. We will need to control geodesics, so we first show the following lower bound on the Busemann-type function T (0, kx) − T (0, x): Proposition 3.7. There exist C 1 , C 2 > 0 and C 3 ∈ (0, 1) such that for any x ∈ R d with x 2 = 1 and for any k, ≥ 0 with k ≥ ,
Let us begin with some definitions introduced in [14] : 2. For a vertex y = 0, define
3. out(x) is the set of vertices z such that T (0, z) = T (0, x) + T (x, z), or equivalently, the set of vertices in some geodesic from 0 that goes through x.
4. Define ∂ i C y (resp. ∂ o C y ) to be the set of boundary vertices in C y with g(x) < g(y) − g(y) 1−ηδ (resp. > 2g(y)). Also define ∂ s C y to be the set of boundary vertices in C y with θ(x, y) > g(y) −δ .
Define
The events G y help to control geodesic wandering (see (3.14) below).
Lemma 3.9. There exist constants C 4 , C 5 > 0 such that
Proof. The proof is identical to that of [14, Proposition 3.2] with 2δ replaced by ηδ. d ) to 0. For z ∈ Z d , define T z to be translation operator by z; that is, T z ((t e )) = (t e−z ). Define G z = T x 0 G z−x 0 to be the shifted G event. Then we have
and if we define
Let H be the hyperplane which is perpendicular to x 0 and passes through x. Let y be the first vertex in γ contained in H or in the component of H c containing 0. Now set M = (k − )/2 so that y − x 0 2 ≥ M (3.13)
(if k − is large). Using this and the proof of [14, Proposition 3.2] , one can show that on A M , for some C 8 independent of x, k, , one has
Let w be the orthogonal projection of y to the line spanned by x 0 . Then clearly we have Figure 2 : Depiction of the proof of Proposition 3.7. γ is a geodesic from [kx] to 0 and y is the first vertex of γ after γ passes through H. Because of the curvature assumption, y is close to x.
if k − is sufficiently large. Let B M,D be the event that
Lemma 3.10. There exist C 11 , C 12 ,
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and the fact that all norms on R d are equivalent, there exist constants
This implies for any u with u − x 0 2 ≥ M ,
On the other hand, let u be such that u − x 2 ≤ C 10 M 1−δ . Recall that Ee αte < ∞. By bounding T (u, x) above by the passage time of a deterministic path with u − [ x] 1 many edges, we have
So for M sufficiently large, we have
and combining this with (3.16), we obtain
On A M ∩ B M,C 11 , we use (3.13) and (3.15) to estimate
From this, (3.12), and Lemma 3.10, we conclude
where
− ηδ ∈ (0, 1).
Fix a large λ > 0 and let F t be the event that for any edge e ⊆ 2tB, t e ≤ λ log t. Further define, for n ∈ N,F n to be the event that for any edge e ⊆ (2n + 2)B, t e ≤ λ log n. Note that for N ∈ N large, if F t does not occur for some t ≥ N , thenF n does not occur for some n ≥ N (namely n = t ). Therefore for λ >
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely, F t occurs for all large t. For t > 1 and c > 0 to be determined, define
We will decompose Ann (t) using rays, and count the intersection of ∂ e B(t) with these rays.
Lemma 3.11. There exists C 19 > 0 such that for each s > 1, there is a choice of at most
, that is completely contained in sB is intersected by at least one of the rays S v = {tv : t ≥ 0}.
Proof. Choose any collection of at most C 19 s d−1 points y 1 , . . . , y r ∈ ∂sB such that for any y ∈ ∂sB, there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that y − y j 2 ≤ 1 2
. Define v i = y i / y i 2 , i = 1, . . . , r and, letting x 1 , . . . , x k be the midpoints of the cubes in sB (k depends on s). Define z j = sx j /g(x j ), so that z j ∈ ∂sB. Choose m such that z j − y m 2 ≤ 1 2 and note that y m ∈ S vm , so the distance between z j and S vm is at most 1 2 . Using similar triangles one can see that the distance between x j and S vm is also at most 1 2 , which proves the lemma.
For s = 2t, let v 1 , . . . , v r be the corresponding unit vectors from Lemma 3.11 and define S i (t) = S v i ∩ Ann (t). If t is large then for each y ∈ Z d ∩ Ann (t), there exists i such that y + [0, 1) d intersects S i (t). We definẽ S i (t) = {y ∈ Z d ∩ Ann (t) : y + [0, 1) d intersects S i (t)}.
For each y ∈ Z d ∩Ann (t), let R y (t, ρ) be the set of points v ∈S i (t) satisfying v−y 2 ≤ ρ. For C 1 from Proposition 3.7, define G y (t, ρ) to be the event that for any x ∈S i (t) \ R y (t, ρ), Figure 3 : The shaded region is R y (t, 2ρ), and the region between the two light-colored lines represents the lattice points that compriseS i (t). The squares depict x + [0, 1) d and y + [0, 1) d for x, y ∈S i (t). Note that when x and y are far away from each other, then so are the corresponding points kv i and v i on the ray S i (t). Also, |T (0, x) − T (0, y)| = |T (0, kv i ) − T (0, v i )|.
we have |T (0, y) − T (0, x)| ≥ C 1 ρ/2. Note that when ρ is large enough (depending on the dimension), the inequality kv i − v i 2 > ρ is implied by y k − y 2 > 2ρ, where y k , y ∈S i (t) are such that kv i ∈ y k + [0, 1) d and v i ∈ y + [0, 1) d . Therefore, when ρ is large, G y (t, 2ρ) contains the event that for any k, with kv i − v i 2 > ρ and kv i ∈ y + [0, 1) d , one has |T (0, kv i ) − T (0, v i )| ≥ C 1 ρ. As there are at most O(t 1/2 log t) many points inS i (t), by Proposition 3.7, for t sufficiently large, P(G y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 )) ≥ 1 − C 20 t 1/2 log t · e −λ log t = 1 − C 20 log t t λ−1/2 .
This means
If λ is chosen large enough, another discretizing argument (similar in spirit to the one applied to F t above) can show that y∈Ann (t)∩Z d G y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 ) occurs for all large t almost surely. We moreover define E t = {(t − ct 1/2 log t)B ⊆B(t) ⊆ (t + ct 1/2 log t)B}.
By (1.3), for some c > 0, E t occurs for all large t almost surely. Now suppose that E t , F t and G y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 ) occur for all y ∈ Ann (t) ∩ Z d and write
where E(S i (t)) is the set of edges with at least one endpoint inS i (t). If #[∂ e B(t)∩E(S i (t))] > 0, choose the first e ∈ ∂ e B(t) ∩ E(S i (t)) in some deterministic ordering. Write e = {x, y} and assume, without loss of generality, that x ∈ B(t). Then we have for t large, t < T (0, y) ≤ T (0, x) + t e ≤ t + λ log t < t + C 1 8 (λ log t) 1/C 3 .
The third inequality holds because T (0, x) ≤ t and we have assumed that F t occurs. The last inequality uses C 3 < 1. If f = {w, z} is another edge in ∂ e B(t) ∩ E(S i (t)), we also have the inequality t < T (0, z) < t + C 1 8 (λ log t) (λ log t) 1/C 3 , and furthermore max a∈{x,y},b∈{w,z} |T (0, a) − T (0, b)| < C 1 4 (λ log t) 1/C 3 + t e + t f < C 1 2 (λ log t) 1/C 3 .
Supposing without loss of generality that z, y ∈S i (t), this (along with the occurrence of G y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 )) implies z ∈ R y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 ). By construction of S i (t), there are at most C 22 (λ log t) 1/C 3 many vertices in R y (t, (λ log t) 1/C 3 ), so #[∂ e B(t) ∩ E(S i (t))] ≤ C 23 (λ log t) 1/C 3 , which means #∂ e B(t) ≤ r i=1 #[∂ e B(t) ∩ E(S i (t))] ≤ C 23 (λ log t) 1/C 3 r ≤ C 24 (λ log t) 1/C 3 t d−1 .
This inequality holds almost surely for all large t, which proves the theorem.
Open questions
In Theorem 1.2, we show that under the condition P(t e = 0) < p c , almost surely, #∂ e B(t) ≤ and we have seen (near equation (1.5)) that although the upper and lower bounds are of the same order for most distributions, they can be quite different for distributions with highly irregular tails.
Question 2. For heavy-tailed and irregular distributions, what is the correct order of #∂ e B(t)?
Last, under the uniform curvature assumption and an exponential moment condition, we obtain almost surely, #∂ e B(t) ≤ C(log t)
Question 3. Can one remove the log term under further or possibly stronger assumptions?
